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1 - all mac users are familiar with the mac os x tiger operating system. it is the most popular operating
system in the market today. the operating system is easy to use and the features are very excellent. it is
a great operating system for anyone who wishes to get an operating system that is easy to use, is highly

compatible, and has very excellent features. 2 - i was having all sorts of problems trying to get the correct
device to use for the 'dir' command.. i could see the tree of information, but could never make a working
'devalias' for myself. two clues: a - if (when you type devalias xx yyyyyyyyyyy) you receive a comment

'no alias' in response, then it did not work. you should see a 'good' response of just the word ok. even so, i
was never able to 'use' my own devalias. b - i noticed in one of the later-comments someone had tried

just typing the word 'devalias' without anything else. when i typed that, i got a nice long list of predefined
aliases. in particular, i could see one called 'first-boot' that looked like it should access my working tiger-
hdd internally. i have had a few people ask how to do this, so i thought i would write the process for you.

it is relatively easy. the only thing is, it is a mac os x 10.4 tiger cd, so it will only work on macs that
support booting from a cd. in the mac os x tiger operating system, they have included a feature which
allows you to upgrade your operating system with the help of a disk image. the disk image is a file that

stores the entire system, including the applications and the information that is stored on the hard drive of
the system. the disk image can be stored on a cd or dvd or any other medium for that matter. with the
help of the disk image you can easily upgrade your operating system and also fix all the existing bugs

that you may have.
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with the help of the disk image you can easily upgrade your operating system and also fix all the existing
bugs that you may have. the disk image has the capability of being stored on a cd, dvd or even in a web

server. the disk image is generated by a process which is called the disk image generation and this
generation takes place when you boot up your mac os x tiger. the process is very simple. you just need to
select the option to boot from the disk image. you do not need to do anything other than that. i just want
to add that when i upgraded from tiger to leopard my boot disk was corrupted and i had to reformat and
reinstall the os. that was the hardest thing about this whole process. i felt like i had lost everything and

then i had to start from scratch. i wish i could have figured out a better way to upgrade. maybe some way
to download the install disk from the internet? i don't know how you could do that in tiger and i don't
know if it's possible in leopard. i would have loved to have a copy of the install disk on my desktop or

something. i'm going to try again and see if i can find the installation disk. i tried this to upgrade my g5
from tiger to leopard and it worked like a charm. i found it much faster than upgrading the hard drive.

now all my stuff is in the cloud and i just need to access it with my desktop when i need to. so far i've only
used the lion installer and i've only had one problem, but the solution was easy. i'll write up my solution in

the spoiler below. if you're reading this now, i'd recommend you grab the lion installer and follow the
instructions on the site to upgrade. then get the lion install disc and follow the instructions in this post to

install it. 5ec8ef588b
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